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What is BioVU?

A biobank intended to support a broad view of 
biology
Currently contains de-identified DNA extracted 
from leftover blood after clinically-indicated 
testing of Vanderbilt patients who have not opted 
out

Future expectation of other tissue types: serum 
proteomics, possibly surgical tissues

Link to Synthetic Derivative



The Synthetic Derivative
A Derivative of the EMR - information content 
reduced by ‘scrubbing’ identifiers 
With a Synthetic ‘disinformation’ component –
inserted systematically shifted event dates

Can be searched restricting to records for which 
DNA is available
A research resource in its own right, without biobank

Systematic query of clinical events
Detection of previously unsuspected comorbidities and 
causal relationships (e.g., automated Vioxx-like event 
detection)



The “demonstration project”
Assess previously reported genotype-phenotype 
association for SNPs associated with disease
Genotype SNPs in the first 10,000 samples accrued

38 loci in common phenotypes
Atrial fibrillation Alzheimer’s Disease
Bipolar disorder Breast cancer
Crohn’s disease Multiple Sclerosis
MI at age <50 Prostate cancer
Rheumatoid arthritis Type I Diabetes
Type II Diabetes QT interval

Develop automated phenotype identification methods for 
both cases and controls



Algorithm accuracy



Demonstration project results
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Conclusions
In each disease studied, at least one previously 
associated SNP was replicated

SNPs that did not replicate were generally statistically 
underpowered given the small sample sizes

In some diseases, phenotypes extracted from 
the EMR showed stronger effects 
Shows that EMR derived phenotypes can be 
used for genetic association studies



Synthetic Derivative resource 
overview

Rich, multi-source database of de-identified 
clinical and demographic data

Contains ~1.7 million records
~1 million with detailed longitudinal data
averaging 100k bytes in size 
an average of 27 codes per record

Records updated over time and are current 
through 12/31/08



Research use cases assumed in 
resource development 
(either alone, or with DNA samples)

Retrospective chart reviews

Rapid preliminary 
data for
grant 

submissions

Feasibility assessment

Hypothesis 
generation



Data Types (so far)
Narratives, such as:

Clinical Notes
Discharge Summaries
History & Physicals
Problem Lists
Surgical Reports
Progress Notes
Letters

Diagnostic codes, procedural codes
Forms (intake, assessment)
Reports (pathology, ECGs, echocardiograms)
Clinical Communications
Lab values and vital signs
Medication orders
TraceMaster (ECGs)



Technology + policy
De-identification

Derivation of 128-character identifier (RUI) from the MRN 
generated by Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-512)

RUI is unique to input, cannot be used to regenerate MRN
RUI links data through time and across data sources

HIPAA identifiers removed using combination of custom 
techniques and established de-identification software

Restricted access & continuous oversight
Access restricted to VU; not a public resource
IRB approval for study (non-human)
Data Use Agreement
Audit logs of all searches and data exports



Date shift feature

Our algorithm shifts the dates within a 
record by a time period that is consistent 
within each record, but differs across
records 

up to 364 days backwards
e.g. if the date in a particular record is April 1, 
2005 and the randomly generated shift is 45 
days in the past, then the date in the SD is 
February 15, 2005)



What the SD can’t do

Support research on date-specific events 
(outbreaks, seasonal patterns, catastrophes, 
etc) 
Find a specific patient (e.g. to contact)
Replace large scale epidemiology research (e.g. 
TennCare database)
Temporal search capabilities limited (but under 
development)

“First this, than that” study designs require significant 
manual effort
Expect “timeline” views and searching Q1-Q2



SD Davidson 
County

Tennessee United States

N 1,716,085 578,698 6,038,803 299,398,484

Gender (%)

Female 55.2 51.3 51.1 50.7
Male 44.6 48.7 48.9 48.3
Unknown 0.2 - - -

Race/Ethnicity* (%)

Afr American 14.3 27.9 16.9 12.8
Asian / Pacific 1.2 3.0 1.4 4.6
Caucasian 80.5 60.1 77.5 66.4
Hispanic 2.6 7.1 3.2 14.8
Indian American 0.1 0.4 0.3 1.0
Others 1.4 - - -
Multiple Races 0 1.5 1.0 1.6

Demographic Characteristics

*A significant number of SD records are of unknown race/ethnicity.  Multiple efforts are underway to better 
classify these records including NLP on narratives.



Examples of frequent 
diagnoses in total SD
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Top diagnosis codes overall:
1.

 

FEVER 
2.

 

CHEST PAIN 
3.

 

ABDOMINAL PAIN
4.

 

COUGH 
5.

 

PAIN IN LIMB
6.

 

HYPERTENSION
7.

 

ROUTINE MEDICAL EXAM
8.

 

ACUTE URI
9.

 

MALAISE & FATIGUE
10.

 

HEADACHE
11.

 

URINARY TRACT INFECTION



Using the SD 
resource



File IRB 

 
Application* 

 
(non‐human)

Electronic 

 
access to SD

PI Actions

Approvals, 

tracking IRB review 

 
and   

 
Approval

1
Step: 1Step: 1 Step:2Step:2

Contact Project 

 
staff**, sign 

 
Data Use 

 
Agreement 

DNA Databank Access Request 
Process

Project staff 

 
enable & 

 
track study 

 
in db

*Form 1122 – Non Human Non Research **https://www.mc.vanderbilt.edu/starbrite/medicaldata/

https://www.mc.vanderbilt.edu/starbrite/medicaldata/


Data Use Agreement 
Components



The problem with ICD9 codes
ICD9 give both false negatives and false positives
False negativesnegatives:

Outpatient billing limited to 4 diagnoses/visit
Outpatient billing done by physicians (e.g., takes too long to find the 
unknown ICD9)
Inpatient billing done by professional coders:

omit codes that don’t pay well 
can only code problems actually explicitly mentioned in documentation

False positivespositives
Diagnoses evolve over time -- physicians may initially bill for suspected 
diagnoses that later are determined to be incorrect
Billing the wrong code (perhaps it is easier to find for a busier clinician)
Physicians may bill for a different condition if it pays for a given 
treatment

Example: Anti-TNF biologics (e.g., infliximab) originally not covered for 
psoriatic arthritis, so rheumatologists would code the patient as having 
rheumatoid arthritis



Assume that record review will be 
critical part of any SD study

A number of incorrect ICD9 codes for RA and MS assigned to 
patients
Evolving disease

“Recently diagnosed with Susac’s syndrome - prior diagnosis of 
MS incorrect.” (Notes also included a thorough discussion of 
MS, ADEM, and Susac’s syndrome.)

Difference between two doctors: 
Presurgical admission H&P includes “rheumatoid arthritis” in the 
past medical history 
Rheumatology clinic visits notes say the diagnosis is 
“dermatomyositis” - never mention RA 

Sometimes incorrect diagnoses are propagated through the record 
due to cutting-and-pasting / note reuse



Phenotype Consult Service

A CTSA supported service
Faculty:  Josh Denny, MD

Program manager/contact: Melissa Basford, MBA
Supported by technical staff

Services:
Studios and other expert consults
Data mining techniques and strategies
Assistance with electronic algorithm development



Live Demo
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